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State Energy Outlook 

Governor Whitmer Appoints Tremaine 
Phillips to the Michigan Public Service 
Commission

Governor Gretchen Whitmer has appointed Tremaine L. 
Phillips to the Michigan Public Service Commission.  

“The Michigan Public Service Commission is committed to 
protecting the public by ensuring safe, accessible energy and 
telecommunication services at reasonable rates,” Whitmer said. 
“Tremaine’s experience ranges from the utility sector, state 
government and clean energy advocacy. His diverse background 
will give him the knowledge and insight to be successful in his 
new role and is supported by a broad array of stakeholders from 
environmental groups to business organizations.” 

Mr. Phillips is currently the director of the Cincinnati 2030 District 
and the former vice president of strategic initiatives for Empower 
Gas and Electric, LLC. He formerly served as the assistant 
deputy director of the Michigan Department of Energy, Labor and 
Economic Growth (DELEG), and an energy program associate 
with the Michigan Environmental Council.  In 2016, Tremaine 
was recognized as an emerging clean energy leader through the 
Midwest Energy News’ “40 Under 40” award. 

Phillips earned his Bachelor of Science in Environmental 
Economics and Policy from Michigan State University, and his 
Master of Arts in Public Policy and Management and Juris Doctor 
degree from The Ohio State University. During law school, he 
served as an intern for the Energy & Climate Change Team for 
President Barack Obama’s White House Council on Environmental 
Quality.

Mr. Phillips is appointed to succeed Norm Saari, whose term 
expired July 2, 2019, for a term commencing September 9, 2019 
and expiring July 2, 2025. 

“His diverse 
background will give 
him the knowledge 
and insight to be 
successful in his new 
role and is supported 
by a broad array 
of stakeholders 
from environmental 
groups to business 
organizations.” 

--Governor Gretchen Whitmer
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Current Developments

Member News

Sims Plant Retirement the Focus of GHBLP, MMEA, 
Huizenga Discussion
Congressman Bill Huizenga met with Grand Haven Board of Light & Power (GHBLP) officials David 
Walters, General Manager; Renee Molyneux, Administrative Service Manager and Erik Booth, Power 
Supply Manager joined by Patrick Bowland, CEO/General Manager of MPPA and Katie Abraham, Executive 
Director of MMEA to discuss the June 1, 2020 closure of Sims power plant on Harbor Island in Grand Haven, 
Michigan. Part of that discussion included site demolition, remediation and restoration requirements following 
the closure of the plant along with the utility’s direction toward a diversified power supply portfolio and local 
generation.

Pictured left to right – Patrick Bowland, CEO/General Manager of MPPA; Erik Booth, GHBLP Power Supply Manager; David Walters, 
GHBLP General Manager; Congressman Bill Huizenga, Michigan’s 2nd District; Renee Molyneux, GHBLP Administrative Services 
Manager; Katie Abraham, Executive Director of MMEA.
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Lansing BWL Completes 
Central Substation Project 
in REO Town
The Lansing Board of Water & Light has completed 
its Central Substation project located on the corner 
of W. Malcolm X St. and S. Washington Ave. in 
REO Town. The project’s completion also marks the 
re-opening of Scott Park.

“This entire process has been very collaborative. 
Stationed at the gateway to REO Town, the public’s 
input was extremely important to how we designed 
the Central Substation,” said BWL General Manager 
Dick Peffley. “I’m proud of being able to deliver 
on what we originally promised to our customers, 
making this park space more accessible and inviting 
to our community while providing more reliable, 
affordable power to downtown Lansing and 
beyond.”

Three design charrettes were held in 2016-2017 
to hear input from the public on the substation’s 
wall height and what materials should be used 
for the walls and other design elements. These 
improvements included:
• Public Art Installation – The BWL has 

committed to provide $20,000 for public art 
at the substation every three years. The RFP 
public arts review team included representatives 
from the BWL, City of Lansing, REO Town 
Commercial Association and the Arts Council 
of Greater Lansing. The first winning entry 
went to Lansing-based Michigan Imagery, to 
artists Dane Vermuelen and Caitlin Gwinn. The 
design, titled “City Rhythm,” tells the story of 
an ever-changing Greater Lansing region. Using 
colorful lighting and metal panels, the murals 
are installed on the north and south sides of the 
substation.

• Historical Signs – Ten signs reflecting the 
historical legacy of the site were placed 

throughout the park, such as Scott Park, 
Malcom X, R.E. Olds and I-496. The signs 
were produced by Lansing-based Capital 
City Reprographics. Historical research was 
provided by the Historical Society of Greater 
Lansing, R.E. Old’s Transportation Museum 
and the Garden Club of Greater Lansing and 
REO Town Commercial Association.

• Sunken Garden – The original garden was 
meticulously moved approximately 400ft. to 
the southwest, brick-by-brick and stone-by-
stone. Each plant was removed and replanted 
at nearby Cooley Gardens at the start of the 
project. Because the new site is in more direct 
sunlight than the original, BWL collaborated 
with the City of Lansing and the Garden Club 
of Greater Lansing to move half of the plants 
back to the Sunken Garden, and purchase more 
colorful plants and flowers that are better suited 
for the space. The remaining plants from the 
original garden remain at Cooley Gardens. The 
BWL created a $40,000 endowment to provide 
resources to help maintain the Scott Sunken 
Garden, such as garden supplies, maintenance 
and/or plant material. This fund will accept 
contributions from the community in order for 
garden support to continue in the future.

• Live Wall – A colorful display of annuals on 
the north and west corner wall of the substation 
will help draw attention to the Scott Sunken 
Garden and Cooley Garden. It just so happens 
that “Live Wall” is the name of the company 
that provided the live wall.

• Pathway Trails – A new and safer walking 
path with a riverfront view was added 
surrounding the Central Substation, providing 
new recreational use for the area. An earlier 
proposed stairway connecting these trails to 
the Lansing River Trail was not included in the 
final design due to site constraints.

(See, REO, continued on page 6)
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• Fishing Platform – A fishing platform will be 
renovated at Riverpoint Park later this year. 
The decision to move the proposed platform 
from across from the substation to Riverpoint 
Park was made in partnership with the city 
and local fishermen because the area is better 
suited for fishing. Labor and materials will be 
donated by the Lansing Labor Council and Union 
Sportsmen’s Alliance.

“I commend the BWL for renewing a Lansing park 
with additional amenities to make the area more 
inviting and to be a landmark gateway connecting 
downtown and REO Town,” said Lansing Mayor 
Andy Schor. “The space is a beautiful and unique way 
to build a substation and a new park surrounding it in 
an urban area.” 

Additional charrette suggestions that were 
incorporated into the final design include:
• Timeless brick building-like design to bring out 

more “REO town grit”
• Three iconic Eckert Power Station stacks element 

for grand entrance to REO Town at corner of S. 
Washington and Malcom X (northeast corner)

• Plaza designed for community events
• Windows to allow natural light through walls
• Portholes to see inside substation
• Enhanced landscaping and parking lot

Other local contractors involved in the project include 
Bob Ford of Landscape Architects & Planners, Inc., 
Ken Jones of Studio Intrigue, Clark Construction, 
Lawn Sprinklers, Sales, Service & Design Inc. of 
Lansing, Capital City Reprographics, Moore Trosper, 
Cottage Gardens, Young Brothers & Daily, Schiffer 
Mason Contractors, Inc. and Davenport Masonry.

The construction cost of nearly $28 million was 
exceed by nearly $6 million due to unforeseen issues 
including previously unknown site contamination 

which had to be mitigated and increased construction 
costs once the design was finalized. Per BWL policy, 
the overage was disclosed and approved by the BWL 
Board of Commissioners.

The project is part of BWL’s plan to replace the 
Eckert Power Station and adjoining Eckert Substation 
in order to continue providing affordable and reliable 
power to its customers. The Central Substation 
is part of Lansing Energy Tomorrow, the BWL’s 
major electric modernization program to replace and 
upgrade aging infrastructure with clean, efficient 
and reliable generation and transmission assets. 
Lansing Energy Tomorrow is an extensive five-year, 
$101 million Transmission & Distribution (T & D) 
Improvement Project that is already underway and 
includes: new transmission lines; five new or rebuilt 
substations; reducing the number of circuits and the 
amount of customer demand at the Eckert substation, 
and; adding capacitor banks at strategic points on the 
BWL’s transmission system.

REO
continued from page 5
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Affiliate & Associate 
Member News

DTE, Michigan 
Department of Corrections 
Launch First of its Kind 
Tree Trim Program for 
Inmates
DTE has partnered with the Michigan Department of 
Corrections to develop and launch a unique program 
to train returning citizens for careers in tree trimming, 
helping to fill open, in-demand positions.

“I’ve learned from my peers – both in Michigan 
and in other states – that returning citizens who are 
looking for a second chance in life can be among your 
very best and most loyal employees. They just need 
to be given a chance. A criminal record shouldn’t 
be a life sentence of unemployment,” said Gerry 
Anderson, DTE executive chairman.

The first class of 24 tree trimmers began on June 10, 
and they will finish in the next 6-9 months. Within 
the program, students will learn to safely climb trees, 
use tree trim equipment and obtain a Commercial 
Driver’s License.

DTE Energy depends on 1,300 skilled tree trimmers 
to keep trees away from power lines, but Michigan 
continues to face a critical shortage of qualified 
people. At the same time, people coming out of prison 
have an unemployment rate of 60 percent – more than 
15 times the overall state rate – and without stable 
employment roughly one-third will reoffend.

“We have an opportunity here to make Michigan an 
example for the country and set a nationwide standard 

for criminal justice reform,” said Governor Gretchen 
Whitmer. “I’m proud to partner with DTE Energy 
as we take a new approach to preparing inmates 
for successful lives after incarceration by creating 
the nation’s first vocational tree trim program. This 
skilled trades program will improve outcomes of 
the folks going through our criminal justice system, 
save taxpayer dollars on recidivism, and make our 
communities safer.”

Once released on parole, the students who have 
completed the tree trim program in the Michigan 
Department of Corrections (MDOC)’s Vocational 
Village at Parnall Correctional Facility will be eligible 
to join the International Brotherhood of Electrical 
Workers (IBEW) Local 17 Union and fill an open role 
with a local tree trim supplier.

“We are excited to bring this program to Parnall’s 
Vocational Village with DTE to give our participating 
prisoners more career options upon their release,” 
said Heidi Washington, MDOC director. “If we equip 
them with skills and point them in the right direction, 
they will be much more successful in supporting 
themselves and their families, and much less likely to 
re-enter the criminal justice system.”

The DTE Energy Foundation has provided the initial 
grant of $100,000 to create the program and purchase 
training equipment for the learning lab. DTE worked 
closely with IBEW Local 17 to design and install a 
climbing structure and training curriculum for the 
program.
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Consumers Energy 
Approves Over 125 
Rebates for Electric 
Vehicle Charging Stations 
Throughout Michigan
Consumers Energy has approved over 125 rebates for 
electric vehicle charging stations for drivers across 
Michigan – less than two months since the energy 
provider powered up a new effort to help the next 
generation of vehicles get into gear.

Those include 92 rebates, worth $5,000 apiece, that 
Consumers Energy’s PowerMIDrive program is 
providing for chargers at workplaces and in public 
locations. The rebate’s recipients will install the 
charging stations throughout Michigan’s Lower 
Peninsula.

Public charging stations in the following counties 
have received the most rebates so far: Kent (11), 
Jackson (8), Calhoun (7), Saginaw (5), Kalamazoo 
(4), Muskegon (4), Charlevoix (4), Allegan (4), 
Midland (3). 

“We are excited to see the strong response from 
business owners and community leaders to meet 
the needs of a new wave of electric vehicles on 
Michigan’s roads,” said Brian Rich, Consumers 
Energy’s senior vice president for customer 
experience. “PowerMIDrive delivers on our Triple 
Bottom Line commitment, making it easy for people 
to charge vehicles whenever they need, protecting the 
planet with zero-emissions vehicles and stimulating 
Michigan’s prosperity as new vehicles are sold.”

Consumers Energy also launched a website, 
ConsumersEnergy.com/carcompare, to help the public 
compare the cost of a traditional gasoline engine to an 
electric version. The website offers comparisons with 

traditional gasoline and electric cars on the market 
today.

Consumers Energy’s PowerMIDrive Rebate Program, 
which began June 5, includes the following:
• RESIDENTIAL – Rebates for residential electric 

vehicle owners of $400 to $500 for installing 
eligible 240-volt chargers at homes across the 
state. So far, 35 rebates for home chargers have 
been approved.

• PUBLIC – Rebates for 200 Level 2 vehicle 
chargers in public places and at workplaces 
throughout Michigan, with a rebate of up to 
$5,000 per charger.

• FAST CHARGERS – Rebates of up to $70,000 
for 24 DC fast chargers along highways and 
travel routes in Michigan, working with statewide 
entities to ensure a unified network across the 
state.

The Michigan Public Service Commission this year 
approved the $10 million program over three years to 
help educate the public and speed up the development 
of electric vehicle charging infrastructure across 
Michigan.

Consumers Energy has been a strong promoter of 
electric vehicles, offering its first special charging 
rates nearly a decade ago. It was also one of the early 
energy providers in the country to pilot an incentive 
program for home charging stations.

The Edison Electric Institute forecasts over 18 million 
electric vehicles will be traveling on U.S. roads by 
2030.
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Michigan Energy News

Statewide Energy 
Assessment Finds Energy 
Supply, Delivery Adequate
Areas for improvement identified
The Michigan Public Service Commission has 
submitted to Gov. Gretchen Whitmer an initial 
Statewide Energy Assessment, which found that 
Michigan’s energy supply and delivery systems are 
adequate to meet customer needs. The report also 
makes 36 recommendations for the MPSC, regulated 
utilities, policymakers, and others which would add 
resiliency to the state’s energy systems.

The report was requested by the Governor in the 
wake of a polar vortex that blanketed Michigan 
on Jan. 30 and 31 while at the same time a fire at 
Consumers Energy Co.’s Ray Compressor Station 
in Macomb County disrupted the availability and 
deliverability of natural gas. The MPSC was asked 
to evaluate whether the design of electric, natural 
gas, and propane delivery systems are adequate 
to account for operational problems, changing 
conditions and extreme weather events, and also 
provide recommendations to mitigate risk (Case No. 
U-20464).

“This winter, Michigan faced some extreme weather 
conditions, especially during the polar vortex. I’m 
grateful to the businesses and residents who stepped 
up to help one another and our state,” Gov. Whitmer 
said. “Moving forward, this report will help to 
inform our next steps in assuring all Michiganders 
have reliable access to energy when they need it at 
home, at school, and at work. With the transition to 
more renewable energy resources and the growing 
impact of climate change it is imperative that our 
utility infrastructure can meet the changing demands 

(See, Assessment, continued on page 10)
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while keeping rates affordable and protecting the 
environment.”

“This detailed State Energy Assessment provided the 
opportunity for the Commission to examine whether 
Michigan’s residents and businesses are able to receive 
safe and reliable energy service during times of great 
challenges due to abnormal weather and untimely 
system failures,” said Sally Talberg, chairman of the 
Commission. “The Commission Staff examined both 
shortcomings and strengths of the electricity, natural 
gas, and propane sectors. Overall, the energy system 
is strong, but would benefit from increased resilience, 
strengthened infrastructure interconnections, and 
improved communication.”

To develop the assessment, five work groups – 
electric; natural gas; propane; cyber and physical 
security; and energy emergency management – 
worked with regulated and non-regulated utility 
providers. The MPSC hosted more than 40 internal 
and external meetings and conference calls to 
coordinate data collection and review. The more than 
220-page report makes 36 recommendations within 
the scope of the Commission’s jurisdiction and 14 
observations outside of the Commission’s jurisdiction. 
The Commission will continue its work with 
stakeholders to finalize this report.

Among the initial assessment’s findings:
• Michigan has sufficient and unique assets that help 

ensure reliable supply and delivery of energy to 
help meet peak demand.

• Market structures and regulatory oversight ensure 
needed investments are made in energy supply and 
delivery.

• Although Michigan’s energy infrastructure is 
designed and operated to maintain energy supplies 
and deliver during emergency conditions, there 
is an inherent risk of disruption due to security 
threats, extreme weather, changing electricity 
supplies, and other factors.

• While the probability of a major emergency that 
disrupts energy supplies is low, such events could 
have a high impact on the economy and well-being 
of Michiganders.

• The polar vortex and Ray fire highlight the need 
for continued vigilance in assessing Michigan’s 
energy landscape and emergency management 
response systems.

The initial assessment’s major recommendations:
• Undertake long-term risk-based, integrated natural 

gas maintenance and infrastructure planning that 
includes storage, transmission, and distribution 
assets as well as long-term risk mitigation plans.

• Better integrate five-year distribution and 
transmission plans as part of utility integrated 
resource plans to ensure truly integrated 
electricity system planning. This should include 
examining options to expand Michigan’s electrical 
connections between its peninsulas and with 
neighboring states.

• Work with stakeholders to understand the value 
of resource supply diversity to better inform 
decisions related to power plant development, 
retrofitting, and retirement beyond traditional 
planning and financial analyses.

• Identify revisions to natural gas utility curtailment 
procedures to prioritize home heating over electric 
generation.

• Improve electric demand response programs since 
some customers did not respond as expected 
during the polar vortex and utility tariffs were 
inconsistent. Also, natural gas utilities should 
develop similar programs as an alternative to broad 
emergency appeals.

• Enact rules for cyber security and incident 
reporting for natural gas utilities.

• Expand emergency drills to provide a range 
of scenarios besides outage management and 
restoration. Communication related to the Ray 

Assessment
continued from page 9
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event and the polar vortex was confusing, 
inconsistent, and erratic.

• Develop a formal contingency plan for the 
continued supply and delivery of propane or 
other energy alternatives in the event of supply 
disruptions, including a temporary or permanent 
shutdown of Line 5.

• Continue to solicit propane market information 
from suppliers and create an annual retail 
propane survey to monitor market trends and 
gain market insight.

The Commission will establish a time period where 
the public can comment on the initial report in 
the docket for Case No. U-20464. A final report is 
due to the Governor by Sept. 13, after which the 
Commission will direct utilities to take appropriate 
action to address any shortfalls identified in the 
assessment.
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Michigan Energy News

MPSC Approves Part of 
DTE Electric’s Renewable 
Energy Plan
Commission delays decision on 
future wind projects to company IRP

The Michigan Public Service Commission has 
approved, in part, DTE Electric Co.’s renewable 
energy plan, including the purchase of three Michigan 
wind power projects. The Commission said a decision 
on proposed future renewable energy development 
will be made as part of its disposition of DTE’s 
pending integrated resource plan.

Utilities are required to file renewable energy plans 
with the MPSC under statutes that promote the 
development and use of clean and renewable energy 
resources and reduce energy waste through cost-
effective programs. DTE filed its current REP in 
March 2018 (Case No. U-18232).

The Commission approved DTE’s purchase of three 
wind projects that will qualify for a 100 percent 
federal Production Tax Credit, and resulting in savings 
the MPSC says will benefit ratepayers. DTE will 
buy the Isabella 1 and Isabella 2 projects after they 
are built and tested by developer Isabella Wind. The 
proposed generators in Isabella County will produce 
a total of 383 megawatts and will be operational 
by November 2020. DTE also will buy from Gichi 
Noodin Wind Farm LLC the 72.5 MW Fairbanks 
Wind Park in Delta County, which will be built by 
October 2020. Power from all three wind farms will 
be used to meet demand in DTE’s Large Customer 
Voluntary Green Pricing program.

The Commission said DTE failed to prove that 
proposed company-owned wind projects to be built 
in 2021 or later, and which do not qualify for the full 
federal tax credit, can be cost-effective compared 

to alternative sources of renewable generation and 
ownership models. The additional wind projects will 
be reviewed as part of DTE’s integrated resource 
plan, which is a comprehensive look at supply-side 
resources needed to meet power generation needs.

DTE will also launch two pilot solar programs paired 
with battery storage, microgrid technology, and/or 
electric vehicle charging totaling about 15 megawatts. 
It must file reports with the MPSC on program costs, 
planning and development status, lessons learned, 
and how the pilots will add value for future solar 
developments.

The Commission rejected a request by intervenor 
Soulardarity that DTE add third-party community 
solar projects to its plan, saying incorporating 
community solar into utilities’ systems is being 
discussed in a Commission Staff-led workgroup to 
see how it could potentially benefit all ratepayers, 
including low-income customers and communities of 
color.

The MPSC also approved a customer refund of a 
renewable energy surcharge that was collected but 
later overturned by the Michigan Court of Appeals. 
The 5-cent per meter charge was approved by the 
Commission in Case No. U-13808 in 2004. After 
the Court’s ruling, the Commission in 2012 ordered 
DTE to return the amount collected, with interest. 
DTE inadvertently omitted the refund from a past rate 
case and now will disburse more than $1.4 million. 
Residential customers will see a one-time estimated 
65-cent refund on their next bills while commercial 
and industrial customers will get an estimated 79-cent 
refund. DTE says its current REP does not include a 
renewable energy surcharge.

Intervenors in the case were the Commission Staff, 
Michigan Environmental Council, Soulardarity, Great 
Lakes Renewable Energy Association, Environmental 
Law and Policy Center, Cypress Creek Renewables 
LLC, Geronimo Energy, and Ranger Power LLC.

Since the Commission made changes to DTE’s 
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renewable energy plan, the company has 14 days 
to indicate whether it supports the changes. If the 
company does not agree, the Commission’s approval 
of parts of the plan are voided and DTE must file a 
revised renewable energy plan by Nov. 1.

DTE’s previous renewable energy plan (Case No. 
U-18111) was approved in September 2016.
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MPSC Lowers Monthly 
Surcharge for Low-Income 
Heating Assistance
The Michigan Public Service Commission has 
approved a 92-cent per meter charge to support the 
Low-Income Energy Assistance Fund.

The Commission sets the LIEAF funding factor 
each year based on participation by utilities around 
the state (Case No. U-17377). The monthly fee is 
assessed on retail electric billing meters (only one per 
residential site) in all rate classes and cannot be more 
than $1. The total amount collected is capped at $50 
million annually. Last year’s surcharge was 93 cents.

LIEAF funding is distributed by the Michigan 
Department of Health and Human Services through 
the Michigan Energy Assistance Program. MEAP 
provided 61,322 households across Michigan, from 
October 2018 through May 2019, with help toward 
energy self-sufficiency and with an average of $534 
for utility payments.

Customers from these utilities participating in the 
LIEAF program will see the 92-cent surcharge on 
their monthly bills starting in September: Consumers 
Energy Co.; DTE Electric Co.; Indiana Michigan 
Power Co.; Upper Peninsula Power Co.; Northern 
States Power Co.; Alpena Power Co.; Alger Delta 
Cooperative Electric Assn.; Great Lakes Energy 
Cooperative; Midwest Energy Cooperative; 
HomeWorks Tri-County Electric Cooperative; 
Presque Isle Electric and Gas Co-op; Thumb 
Electric Cooperative; Village of Baraga; Bay City 
Electric Light and Power; Croswell Light and Power 
Department; the cities of Crystal Falls, Dowagiac, 
Gladstone, Norway, Petoskey, and St. Louis; Hart 
Hydro; Hillsdale Board of Public Utilities; Marshall 
Electric Department; Negaunee Department of 
Public Works; Newberry Water and Light Board; 

Niles Utilities Department; and Union City Electric 
Department.

Utilities that do not participate in the LIEAF program 
cannot shut off utility service to a residential customer 
for nonpayment from Nov. 1 to April 15.

Michigan Energy News
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APPA News

Michigan Public Power 
Utility Reaches 100 
Customers in On-Bill 
Loan Program
By Ethan Howland
Public Power Daily

One hundred residential customers of 
Holland, Michigan’s public power utility 
have funded energy retrofits through an on-
bill loan program.

“The fact that one hundred homeowners 
have utilized the on-bill loan program means 
Holland residents find value in upgrading the 
energy efficiency of their homes and like the 
convenience of paying for the loan on their 
electric bill,” Holland Mayor Nancy DeBoer 
said July 12.

The Holland Board of Public Works’ on-bill 
financing program, the first in Michigan, 
complements Holland Energy Fund’s 
10% rebate program for residential energy 
improvements costing at least $10,000.

Eligible efficiency measures include 
insulation, lighting and rooftop solar as well 
as upgrades to appliances, air conditioning 
and heating systems.

The long-term financing option is intended 
to help customers who might not qualify for 
traditional financing because of low credit 
scores or a high debt-to-income ratio. To 
qualify for the program, customers must 
have 12 months of on-time bill payment 
history. While the utility does not review 
customers’ credit scores, it does check to see 

if any credit discrepancies have occurred in the last 
three years.

The energy fund has issued $1.5 million in low-
interest loans, which average $15,000 each.

“The combination of the incentive and the availability 
of on-bill financing is allowing homeowners to do 

(See, On-Bill, continued on page 16)
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more comprehensive projects, in addition to basic 
insulation,” said Tim Vagle, president of Holland 
Energy Fund and city treasurer.

Customers who want to take advantage of the rebate 
program must first meet with the city’s energy advisor 
and then sign up for an energy audit.

The Holland Energy Fund implements goals set in the 
city’s Community Energy Plan, a long-range plan that 

On-Bill
continued from page 15

includes a target of cutting annual per capita green-
house gas emissions to 10 metric tons by 2050 from 
24 metric tons in 2010.

The plan calls for renovating 7,400 homes in two 
phases. In the first phase, set to run until 2033, homes 
will be retrofitted with “moderate” measures that will 
result in the buildings being about 50 percent more 
efficient. The second phase will use more intense 
measures to make the homes 66 percent more effi-
cient, according to the plan.

Panel: Grid Must Be 
Updated to Support 
Electrification
By Susan Partain
Public Power Daily

The U.S. is poised to use significantly more electricity 
– in transportation, manufacturing, and buildings – 
in the coming decades, and significant investments 
in infrastructure will be necessary to support this 
electrification, said a panel of industry, regulatory, and 
policy leaders on July 25 at an event in Washington, 
D.C.

The panel included Senator Angus King, I-Maine, 
New York Power Authority President and CEO Gil 
Quiniones, and representatives from the Department 
of Energy, the Pennsylvania Public Utility 
Commission, and the Electric Drive Transportation 
Association.

The event, Reinventing American Energy: The 
Electrification Revolution, is part of a series of 
panels hosted by Politico. Association president 
and CEO Sue Kelly participated in the first event in 
the series, which focused on the need to modernize 
infrastructure. 

In an introduction to the panel, Amy Farrell, senior 
vice president of government and public affairs at the 
American Wind Energy Association, cited the Electric 
Power Research Institute’s National Electrification 
Assessment, which forecast that load could grow as 
much as 50% by 2050 with increased electrification. 
However, Farrell countered with the fact that the 
American Society of Civil Engineers graded the U.S.’ 
electric infrastructure poorly in its latest infrastructure 
report card. The group gave the D+ grade due to 
aging assets, capacity concerns, and increased impacts 
from storms and other climate issues.

Motivation, research needed

The panelists generally agreed that the technology for 
more electrified end uses is reaching the point where 
mass market adoption is possible. King’s opening 
comment that the U.S. must “innovate and motivate” 
toward electrification spurred a discussion on what 
forms that motivation should take – from a regulatory 
environment that allows for new technologies 
to thrive to revenue potential that encourages 
corporations to invest in these technologies.

Representing the utility perspective, NYPA’s 
Quiniones said, “There is really no choice. If we want 
to put our nation, our world on the right trajectory, we 
have to electrify transportation. Other sectors of the 
economy must electrify as well.”
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He said that research and development is critical for 
the industry to develop technology now that can be 
ready to deploy in 2030 to meet many of the goals 
and renewable targets cities and states have set. In 
the meantime, he said that utilities should “double 
down” on energy efficiency and focus on updating 
infrastructure. “If electrification is going to happen, 
the grid has to modernize. We have to make it more 
intelligent. The one-way flow is going away,” he 
added.

King also said that electric utilities should view 
themselves as “energy consultants” in the future, 
since “the day of the passive consumer is rapidly 
going away.” King stressed that it will be important 
for the U.S. to set goals related to electrification, and 
specifically cited CAFE standards and renewable 
portfolio standards as examples.

“Research is critical,” stated King. “People don’t lose 
if they innovate and change what they are doing. If 
you don’t innovate, then you are going to lose.”

“The two big pieces that are going to enable states 
to reach their goal are storage and carbon capture… 
Once we get 100 hours storage capacity, then we are 
in a total renewable world,” noted King.

Conner Prochaska, chief commercialization officer 
and director of the Office of Technology and 
Transitions at the Department of Energy, emphasized 
that the DOE is making an effort to stay connected 
with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
to update the agency on new technologies and its 
implications on policy. “It is going to be a shame if 
we create a technology but the regulators don’t know 
it is coming,” he said. “[We] need to bridge those 
gaps at the federal level so they are aware before it 
hits the street.”

Opposition to EVs is ‘shortsighted’

Genevieve Cullen, president of the Electric Drive 
Transportation Association, noted how the electric 

vehicle market has already picked up considerably. 
She mentioned that more than 1.3 million EVs have 
already sold in the U.S., and that consumers can 
now choose from more than 50 models.

“Opposition [to EVs] is a short-sighted approach,” 
she said, and mentioned that oil and gas companies 
are moving into the charging business or looking at 
other revenue streams related to electrified transport.

Quiniones mentioned that NYPA is installing fast 
chargers every 50-70 miles throughout New York, 
and that the utility got additional statutory authority 
to be able to build chargers on both public and 
private locations.

King said he supported increasing the limits for EV 
tax credits and said that the incentives will continue 
to be important. He also expressed support for 
including transportation electrification incentives 
as part of an infrastructure bill, which he expects to 
proceed to markup in September. “Even the fossil 
fuel state senators, we’re having hearings on climate 
change, on storage, on energy efficiency. I’m 
optimistic.”

Gladys Brown Dutrieuille, chairman of the 
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, remarked 
how consumers who can’t afford an EV will “want 
to know why they are paying for this.” Pennsylvania 
is seeing significant expansion of suburban areas, 
which Brown Dutrieuille said means regulations 
regarding the resale of electricity need to change, 
to allow customers in these areas to benefit from 
installing charging infrastructure.

Cullen stressed that tax credits for EVs aren’t 
just an incentive for customers, but also reinforce 
manufacturing investment and jobs. “Our choice 
with policy is if we want to continue to lead in this 
market or cede it to other countries,” said Cullen.

(See, Grid, continued on page 18)
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APPA News

Rethinking capacity, load management

King likened the current capacity of the electric 
grid to “a church built for Christmas morning.” 
He posited that customers could “use a lot more at 
night without adding a single wire,” which he said 
could be achieved through greater use of time of use 
pricing.

“It is critical we increase the capacity of the 
grid,” said Quiniones, who also remarked that 
increased electrification paired with increased use 
of renewable sources and pricing signals could shift 
load to the point where a utility’s peak occurs in the 
winter instead of the summer.

EDTA’s Cullen said that the U.S. could electrify 
three quarters of transportation without adding 
capacity, as long as demand could be better 
managed.

3 million threats a day

The panelists also touched on the importance of 
cybersecurity in an increasingly electrified society, 
as the electric grid is dependent on computers and 
control systems that can be vulnerable to attack.

King noted that a major electric utility told him that 
its system sees three million attempted attacks per 
day, a statistic which Quiniones said was similar to 
what NYPA faces.

“This is a fact of our day to day life. There are three 
million attempts to enter our doors every day,” said 
Quiniones, who noted that NYPA is investing “a lot” 
in cybersecurity measures to monitor and manage 
these threats. 

King mentioned a proposal to put analog switches in 
places throughout the grid to prevent major outages 
in the case of a hack on the system. He remarked 

that electrification should be accompanied by 
significant change to the model of how electricity 
is generated and distributed, stating, “We’re 
changing the model, which is 100 years old. Part 
of this change is the decentralization of energy… 
[so that attackers] can’t knock out one central 
place.”

Prochaska mentioned that amid an environment 
with more automation and electrified things on the 
grid, the DOE’s Office of Cybersecurity, Energy 
Security, and Emergency Response is working 
with industry partners in an effort to keep these 
assets safe.

Grid
continued from page 17

FERC and NERC Release 
Report on January 2018 
Extreme Cold Weather 
Event
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
(FERC) and North American Electric Reliability 
Corporation (NERC) has released a joint staff report 
that once again stresses the need for generation 
owners and operators to adequately prepare for 
winter weather conditions to ensure bulk electric 
system reliability. 

On January 17, 2018, regional operators in the 
Midwest and South Central U.S. (MidContinent 
Independent System Operator and Southwest Power 
Pool) called for voluntary reductions in electricity 
use due to abnormally cold temperatures and higher 
than forecast demand. The system remained stable. 
However, continued reliable operation would 
have required shedding firm load if MISO had 
experienced its largest single generation contingency 

U.S Energy News
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in MISO South. 

The report finds that, despite prior guidance from 
FERC and NERC, cold-weather events continue 
to result in unplanned outages that imperil reliable 
system operations. It endorses the development 
of one or more mandatory Reliability Standards 
requiring generator owner/operators to prepare for 
the cold weather and provide information about those 
preparations to their Reliability Coordinators and 
Balancing Authorities. 

Along with a Reliability Standard, enhanced outreach 
and actions by system operators to encourage 
generator performance can also help to prevent a 
recurrence of the large-scale unplanned outages like 
those seen during this event, the 2014 Polar Vortex 
and the 2011 Southwest cold weather event. 

In addition to citing the failure to properly winterize 
generation facilities, the report says gas supply issues 
contributed to the event. 

The report makes a number of recommendations and 
identifies sound practices. Some recommendations 
echo the 2011 Southwest event report, including:
• Generator owners and operators should perform 

winterization activities to prepare for cold 
weather, and should ensure the accuracy of their 
units’ ambient temperature design specifications;

• Balancing Authorities and Reliability 
Coordinators should be aware of generating units’ 
specific limitations, such as ambient temperatures 
beyond which they cannot be expected to perform 
or the lack of firm gas transportation;

• Planning coordinators and transmission planners 
should jointly develop and study scenarios to 
be better prepared for seasonal extreme weather 
conditions; and

• Transmission owners and operators should 
conduct analyses that delineate different summer 
and winter ratings for both normal and extreme 
conditions.
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Run a ceiling fan to create a cool breeze. Use a 
ceiling fan while turning up the thermostat just two 
degrees to save as much as 14 percent on cooling 
costs. Since fans cool people and not the room, it’s 
important to turn the fan off when leaving to save 
even	more.	DTE	recommends	fans	certified	by	
ENERGY	STAR,	which	are	60%	more	efficient	than	
non-certified	fans.	

Source: DTE Energy


